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THE BATES STUDENT.

^ijepapg.
CLASS ODE.
Our Junior year, classmates, approaches its close,
And soon will its pleasures be o'er,
But now comes our Senior year, laden with joy,
Bringing honors and toil in its store.
REFRAIN.

We will climb with a will, although steep be the hill,
Ever true to our honor we'll be.
We will look to the right, we will win in the fight,
We're the Class of 1903.
Three bright happy years have flown past like a dream,
Bringing pleasures to each and to all,
Our hearts are enchained with a bondage too sweet
To scenes we will love to recall.
The sweet flower of friendship which never can die,
Its fragrance has breathed in each heart,
And with courage we enter our last college year,
Then sadly yet bravely we'll part.
IVY ODE.
WORDS AND MUSIC BY LILLIAN

A. NORTON.

Many lessons, sweet and tender,
Does the brave, frail ivy teach,
Earth-bound is she, yet is aiming
Loftier heights above to reach.
And heaven draws near as she ascends,
The breeze invites, the sky befriends.
REFRAIN.

Heaven will guard thee, earth shall shield thee,
Ivy dear, while thou dost climb,
E'en the walls that bind thee help thee
To reach up to heights sublime.
We will keep our footsteps pointed
Toward the shining hills of truth,
We wdl keep our minds anointed
With the magic balm of youth.
A loftier level must be won,
A mightier strength to lean upon.
We will heed thy lesson, Ivy,
We will struggle toward the height,
We will keep our spirit windows
Ever open to the light.
The college walls that guard us round
Will ladders be to higher ground.
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OUR PLACE IN LIFE AND PREPARATION FOR IT.
IVY ORATION.

OST of us are in the morning of life. We are students
seeking to gain a preparation for our future conflict with
the world, every one of us hoping and expecting to succeed. But
our success depends largely on our choice of work and our preparation for that work. Every person sent into this world has a
place to fill which belongs especially to him. Or in the words of
Lowell, "No man is born into this world whose work is not born
with him." Even the lowest has a mission to fulfill and a work
to do which none but he can do to carry out the perfect plan of
the Creator. It is the duty of each one to look over the field of
life and try to decide rightly what place was meant for him.
Forethought, circumspection and a sincere desire to make the
most of one's life are the guides to be employed. These,
together with a thorough knowledge of one's self, will
usually overcome the difficulties in selecting an occupation and
guide to the best employment. But sometimes even these fail and
one is puzzled to know just what nature intended him to be.
Still he should not be discouraged, but should do his best to secure
an all-round education and be prepared for his place when he discovers it, as he surely will sometime. Many of our great men
did not find their true place in the world at the beginning of their
career. Mr. Howells' boyhood dream was to be an auctioneer;
Thomas Bailey Aldrich aspired to be a horse doctor; Secretary
Hay chose his vocation as steamboat mate on the Mississippi, but
he was greater than his business, and when the opportunity came
for him to rise he was ready for it. In each place he has filled,
duties well performed have prepared him for something higher,—
private secretary to the President, colonel in the field, charge
d'affairs in Vienna, poet, editor of the Tribune, biographer of Lincoln, ambassador to England, and at last Secretary of State.
Thus we see we should not be discouraged and think there is no
place especially meant for us. For with duties conscientiously
performed and a thorough preparation we may find a higher place
than any we have yet dreamed of.
How can we best prepare ourselves for our life work? For
we have something more to live for than a living. We have duties
to perform to the nation, the State and the community. Our
standing among men is the true measure of the rights and privileges that will be accorded to us in law, or social relations. "We
have ourselves, not our stars, to blame if we are underlings." I

M
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say prepare OURSELVES. For there is no curriculum that can make
a young" man or woman successful without his or her persistent
effort. The academy and college can assist, but their opportunities are wasted on the inactive. They have no force-pump
by which they can inject knowledge into the heads of the students.
It is only to be obtained by hard work and honest effort. They
supply instruction, assistance, advice, encouragement, but the
student must do the work. So I say a person must prepare
himself for what he desires to become. The lever and mainspring of all achievement is action, whether applied to morals,
religion or material things. This is principally an age of action;
of energetic, progressive endeavor to secure to mankind and the
world, the richest fruits of knowledge and inventive power. It is
an age in which a man must DO something if he would not prove
recreant to the spirit and promptings of the hour. It may not be
an age as romantic as some the world has seen, but it is one of
infinitely greater worth and grander possibilities, for it calls for
the fruit of man's best attainment.
The old time ideas of glory have been supplanted by more
worthy and inspiring ones. The world rolls forward, not as the
abiding place of mere senseless pleasure and tinsel pageantry, but
as a hive of industrious, intelligent workers, each striving to do
his part toward honoring the age and himself. We cannot free
ourselves from the personal responsibility of preparing for the
battle of life by inaction.
Courage is also necessary. Courage is the absence of fear; the
disregard of personal convenience; the spirit to begin and the
determination to pursue what has been begun. Such a quality
is needed every hour. The cares, labors, and embarrassments
that are the common lot of humanity, make it indispensable. The
burdens which young men and young women must bear in acquiring an education, learning a trade, resisting temptations and building character demand both physical and moral courage. When
President Lincoln was renominated for a second term of office,
the army was in great need of recruits and he resolved to call for
them. His friends, both in Congress and out, urged him not to do
so; saying that he would not be re-elected if he did. Stretching
his tall form to its utmost height he replied, "It is not necessary
for me to be re-elected, but it is necessary for the army to be
re-enforced," and he called for the troops. This was true courage and just what we need to cultivate.
Industry and perseverance are qualities that we cannot dis-
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pcnse with. There is nothing- worth having that can be had
without them. As for knowledge it can no more be planted in the
human mind without industry than a field of wheat can be produced without the previous use of the plow. History tells us
that when generals and statesmen tilled the soil of Italy and labor
was considered honorable by the magistrates of the land, the
Roman Empire flourished. But when labor became discreditable
to those who could live without it, and indolence and ease
usurped the place of industry, the ruling classes gave themselves
up to pleasure and corruption sapped the foundation of the empire
and it fell. In viewing lofty Rome, one would hardly think that
such humble instruments as the spade or pick were used in its
construction, but such is the fact. Although they are considered
the implements of drudgery, they were indispensable to the perfect end. In life they are emblematical of industry and perseverance, which have reared more monuments, won more battles
and achieved greater successes than any words used to convey
thought or action in the English language. Every great achievement of science, art, or literature, has been attained through
them. The Pyramids on the plains of Egypt, the Great Wall of
China, the aqueduct of Rome, the discovery of America, the
advancement of civilization, and in fact everything that contributes to the happiness and well-being of humanity, are due to
the exercise of these two qualities. They have made a Newton, a
Fulton, a Franklin, a Morse and an Edison, whose names are
watchwords of power and their deeds are imperishable glory by
which mankind has gained advancement.
It is only the sons of perseverance, of unremitting industry
and toil that have made the world what it is. Perseverance knows
no defeat, for the vast difficulties which it encounters teach it the
necessity for redoubled exertion.
But after all, all our successes are dependent on our standards.
High moral standards are indispensable requisites for successful
life-wok. A young man should set his mark high, lift himself
up; and then should he fail, grow weary and, fainting, fall by
the way, he will at least deserve an epitaph as worthy as the following, which the Italian Thads inscribed on the tomb of
Phaeton:
"Driver of Phoebus' chariot, Phaeton,
Struck by Jove's thunder, rests beneath this stone.
He could not rule his father's car of fire,
Yet was it much so nobly to aspire."
-G. E. R., '03.
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THE CURSE OF SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS.

MINOT J. SAVAGE, the eminent New York preacher and
writer, once made the statement that he had never in his
life done anything that he wished to forget. I do not believe the
statement was false, nor do I think that Mr. Savage can lay claim
to exceptional goodness because he made it. On the contrary,
there is underlying the statement a principle which is applicable
to our own life and capable of removing from it a most serious
danger.
The intelligence that created our universe established this
law—that from death, life springs. Indeed, it is just this phenomenon that distinguishes living matter from non-living. For
our bodies we need not be told that use, action, exercise increases
capacity; that from the death of tissues new material is formed
and more abundant life springs. But we sometimes forget that
the same law holds good in the mental world, and that here as well,
action and use are necessary for life and growth.
For this reason anything which operates to produce inaction
and disuse of our mental powers, causes mental death and is therefore to be avoided. Now, with many of us discouragement and
failure operate in this way. We are told to study to know ourselves, and perhaps nothing is so important as this in shaping our
lives. And yet too often the self-consciousness resulting from
such knowledge brings with itself not a blessing, but a curse.
We strive to discover our powers, our possibilities, and so
long we are hopeful. Hope gives us courage and we strive. But
when the battle is over and we have failed, when we have learned
our powers and know them to be inadequate, then our knowledge
becomes worse than ignorance. We can no longer hope, and the
realization of our impotency comes to us with crushing effect.
We know our limitations and the very consciousness of ourselves
becomes a veritable curse. We strive no more.
I believe this principle was understood by Mr. Savage, and
comprehending its significance he made his peculiar statement.
To enable us to make the best use of our powers and attain the
most complete success, a perfect memory is necessary. We must
know what we cannot do as well as what we can do. We must
remember the failures as well as the successes. For me to blot
out of my consciousness all the mistakes and disappointments and
to remember only the triumphs, would not be to remember myself,
it would be only a part of myself. I need the failures, I need them
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as warnings, as beacons to guide me from the rocks of subsequent
failure. We all may do things for which we shall be sorry, for
which we may even grieve deeply. But do we want to forget
them? To do so would be to expose ourselves to the danger of
repeating them.
No, we do not want to forget these things. They are a part of
ourselves and we want ourselves intact, absolute. We need them
as a necessary and fundamental part of the foundation on which
we build. But just here comes the danger that our discouragement may result in inaction. Here is where we forget the law
that action is indispensable to growth of character. We are prone
to dwell too long on the mistakes and allow the bitterness of failure to annihilate our courage. Discontent and carelessness grow
by rapid degrees into sloth and morbidness. The mind by continually dwelling on its imperfections becomes at last incapable of
making any headway against them and relapses into ignominious
and disgraceful vacillation. We have become too self-conscious,
and those sad words of Carlyle's may be applied to us when he
says: "This is tragedy, that a soul with capacity for knowledge
should die, that the lamp of his soul should go out."
Fellow-students, undergraduates of Bates College, you have
had many trials, many disappointments, many struggles, probably
some failures. How have you met them? Have you stopped
striving, deeming effort useless? Have you had such bitter failures that you wish the memory of them blotted forever from your
mind ? Has inaction already begun to produce decay ? Are you
even now brooding over mistakes and looking into the future with
faint hopes, with doubtful courage ? Then you, too, have realized
that self-consciousness may bring not only a blessing, but a curse.
But shall it be a curse? Ah! that is for you to say.
You can allow the insidious blight of gloomy reflection and foreboding to fasten itself on your lives, only to wreck them. Shall
this be your course ? Or shall you take the better, brighter view,
the nobler attitude, the more courageous stand, and bring from
seeming death, life and more abundant life? If you have had
failures you will still continue to have them. If not, they are sure
to come to you. Meet them with courage undaunted.
Accept
them as true friends who show you your true selves with no semblance of flattery.
Why was it so hard for the ancient philosopher to find an
honest man ? I think it was because it was difficult for him to find
a man who was willing to know the truth about himself, to admit
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his failings and his liability to err. Do you think the good old
man would need his lantern to-day?
Fellow-students, nothing is so fatal to integrity as pretence;
nothing is so soul-destroying as sham. For truth, rugged, wholesouled, uncompromising honesty alone is eternal. Flinch not,
then, at the truth about yourself. But if it is unworthy of you,
as you value your life itself, do not allow it to plunge you into
sloth and despair, but with energetic application of every faculty,
do not rest until you have made it worthy of the very best in you.
Face the truth, make it noble truth, and be ashamed of nothing in
this world but sham,—and poor work. Then can you say with
Minot J. Savage that you have never done anything in your life
that you wish to forget.
With him who is constantly conscious of himself, thinking of
his great ability, or greater lack of ability, effective execution is
impossible. We need to forget ourselves in earnestness for our
work, to lose ourselves in the greatness of our purpose.
Let us then, have the expansive nature, the sympathetic mind.
Let us feel that whatever our misfortunes we are still a part of
the world's mechanism. Nay, of its organism. For the universe
is not a mechanism, it is a living organism, thrilling with life from
center to pole, responsive to our feelings, our hopes, our activities.
And the heart, the soul of this living organism is God. We are a
part of it and of Him, able to grow like Him, destined through
eternal years to learn and know Him, and thus only at last to find
the complete, the understanding knowledge of ourselves.
—J. F. HAMI.IN, '02.
THE POET'S VISION.

IN every soul there is a spark of divinity. In every heart there
is a gleam of poetry. God placed it there. It is as sacred a gift
as beauty or an overwhelming love for humanity. He intended
that men should enjoy and thrive upon the beautiful in Nature
and in life. In His plan everyone was to be something of a poet.
Those who looked a little deeper and interpreted the mysteries of
life and death and thought a little more clearly to be the teachers—
the mediums between Heaven and earth, to look into the purposes
existing there and recreate them for their fellows. Earth recognizes the origin of these men and gives them a name the nearest
divinity of all titles—the poet is the doer, the worker, the creator.
It is but natural to watch with a feeling of ecstasy the life ebb
out from the face of the dying day, or to stand entranced as the
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slip of a moon sinks beside the mountain height, or to be moved
to awe at the gathering of the vast assembly of humanity—even
to put this into words, is but to be the poet Nature made us. The
God-made poet must go beyond the simple expression of nature
or beauty or love. He, like musicians, philanthropists, millionaires, has a mission on earth, a sacred duty to live out.
The great Goethe gave to the world his conception of the
Dichter Pflicht in his tragedy "Faust."
". . . . when Nature indifferently twists her infinite
thread and its endless length casts her distaff about. When the
discordant throng of humanity's selves, vexatiously strikes one
another against, who measures the ranks overflowing alike,
reviews and moves on with rythmical tread? Who lets the passions rage in tempests wrath ? Who lets the evening glow inspire
solemn thought? Who scatters all the lovely flowers of spring
upon the dear one's way ? Who makes us sure of heaven unites
divinity?"
The poet. These are his tasks. The listlessness of nature, her
seeming indifference, the endless monotony of her course, to-day
and to-morrow, this year and next, this century and the one to
come, do not weary him, for he hears the song which it all makes,
perceives the harmony concerted there, and even when earth's
hosts, so crowded, so unloving, so oppressing and oppressed, seem
to send up cries of discontent and horror, he smiles at what is
borne to him, for he knows and feels the bonds uniting humanity.
It is to him like one who listens to cathedral chimes. Near to they
are harsh and indistinct, but far away they bear a pealing song.
The poet touches the mind into thought and the heart into feeling in tempest's rage and at the quiet evening hour. 'Tis he who
can wish all beauty and good to greet the loved ones on their way,
for he above all others, knows the worth of a life adorned with
them. 'Tis he assures us of a heaven and unites the deities, when
our consciousness is dull, and earth surrounds the spirit till it forgets to think above itself, a word of his comes home and stings
and opens blinded eyes to truth.
These are divinely appointed responsibilities, but with the
responsibility the poet is given the power.
Carlyle says the poet is to "discern the inner heart of things
and the harmony that exists there." But even before this discernment comes the need of loving.
There was a reason that the Greeks pictured their Apollo as so
fair to look upon, so lavish in his power to love. He was their
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ideal of a poet—a loving god. He is not far from our ideal as
well. There is nothing unlovely on earth to the poet, for things
are unlovely only because we do not love them. But he "loves
e'er he looks upon and his looks go everywhere." He must teach
us to worship Nature, humanity, God, as without him they might
be too unlovely to us to be adored.
Our powers of thinking are our aim. The poets are the wide
world's. He can look for truth and find it. Therefore he must.
He is but a type of the race. Within his soul and heart and mind
the blind struggle goes on for light and hope, which the race
fights out in the course of ages. When the light comes to him,
Heaven has so created his soul that it cannot keep back the song
of triumph, and the long, sad story of his strife. The race gathers
courage from him and bends to life anew.
The poet in a golden clime was born,
With golden stars above;
Dower'd with the hate of hate, the scorn of scorn,
The love of love.
He saw thro' life and death, thro' good and ill,
He saw thro' his own soul.
The viewless arrows of his thoughts were headed
And winged with flame.
And vagrant melodies to fill the winds which bore
Them earthward till they lit;
.Then, like the arrow-seeds of the field flower
The fruitful wit
Cleaving, took root and springing forth anew
Where'er they fell, behold,
Like to the mother plant in semblance grew
A flower all gold;
Thus truth was multiplied on truth, the world
Like one great garden show'd,
And Freedom rear'd in that august sunrise
Her beautiful, bold brow.
Her words did gather thunder as they ran,
And as the lightning to the thunder
Which follows it, riving the spirit of man,
Making earth wonder,
So was their meaning to her words. No sword
Of wrath her right arm whirl'd,
But one poor poet's scroll, and with his word
She shook the world.
—JULIA E. BABCOCK, '02.
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THE SILENT INFLUENCE.

IN this age of science and philosophy with its broader thought
and deeper investigation, much that has hitherto been attributed to the realm of the marvelous and the mysterious, has been
reduced to the natural. But only recently havescientistscome to a
thorough understanding of the forces which unite to mould and
develop human character in all its complexities. Formerly too
much prominence, perhaps, was given to the position of Heredity
among the formative influences, but now it is generally acknowledged that it is environment upon which the development of man
is very largely dependent.
The sculptor takes the cold, formless marble, and, imparting
to it the grandeur of his own soul, fashions according to his ideal
the statue. The task, however, is long. After the first rough
outline has been cut, slowly and carefully are the details wrought
out, disclosing new beauties of form and symmetry, until after
months of patient toil there stands before him the perfected figure,
wonderful in design and execution.
Thus are unseen hands silently and steadily shaping the character of man, until after years of such influence there may appear
a Washington or a Gladstone, a Jute or a Wilde.
Like marble in the hands of the sculptor, so is character
influenced and shaped by its surroundings.
"He fixed thee midst this dance
Of plastic circumstance,
This present, thou forsooth, wouldst fain arrest
Machinery just meant
To give thy soul its bent,
Try thee and turn thee forth sufficiently impressed."

Many and varied are the ways in which environment works
and its formative processes are life-long. But during the days of
childhood and youth its influence is most effective. Then the
foundations of character are most quickly formed and the future
career to a great extent determined.
Much that is attributed to Heredity is but the result of early
environment. It is not that the child inherits certain characteristics, but rather that he acquires them from close, relationship
with parents during those days when imitation is the most
effective teacher and when impressions, however slight, are never
lost. However important Heredity may be, its tendencies can be
modified and often completely overcome if all parental influences
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are removed in infancy and surroundings chosen most favorable
for the desired result.
As the insects take their form and markings from the trees
and objects around them, thus does man unconsciously draw
from the innumerable sources of nature those influences which are
all important in the shaping of his life. Nature speaks a varied
language and reveals herself in many ways. Thus she ennobles
beyond measure. She instructs, inspires and disciplines. As a
result of the subtle influences which the woods and dales of his
native Lincolnshire exerted upon his imaginative mind, awakening in his soul its slumbering beauty and power we have a
Tennyson with his grand uplifting thoughts and noble life.
The character of a people necessarily reflects the nature of the
country in which they live. The dwellers in tropical climes are
weak and indolent without strength of body or of mind, while it
is from the colder temperate zones that there spring the men of
energy, the men of genius. The cool, bracing air of the mountains, together with the isolation, the self-dependence, the security
which they foster, produce a hardy, warlike race, who1 would rather
die than bear the tyrant's yoke. Who can estimate the value of
the rugged soil of New England in shaping the character and
destiny of our forefathers. It has made them sturdy and courageous, has developed in them a strong intellect and inventive
mind. The wave-beaten, rocky coast has taught them firmness
and perseverance, and has aroused in them a determination to
conquor every obstacle.
Moral and sanitary conditions must make a deep impression
upon character. This can best be seen in the slums of our cities
where a pure, healthy environment is most lacking. Can strength
of body or of mind be developed among a people compelled to live
in filthy quarters, hemmed in by vice and degradation? No,
honesty and integrity are not nurtured in the midst of crime and
disease. Capable, upright men are the growth only of homes of
purity and refinement.
Education, the possibilities of which is a part of one's
environment's one of the most potent factors in shaping character.
As the power of thinking and reasoning is increased, character is
strengthened. Since ignorance is the cause of much of the
immorality, as the standard of education is raised the amount of
crime will be greatly diminished. It has been truly said: "What
sculpture is to a block of marble, education is to a human soul."
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It develops the latent powers of the mind and reveals to man the
possibilities that lie within himself.
Even genius depends not so much on inherited mental endowments as upon environment. Our great soldiers, musicians and
divines are but the result of the influence which gave bent to their
childish minds and made possible the development of these tendencies. Had Darwin been a poor country teacher would the
world ever have heard of the "Origin of Species?" As it is the
wave that makes the crest, so are our great men but the product
of their times. The age was ripe for a Raphael, a Shakespeare,
a Newton. All the forces of environment together paved the
way for the fame which they attained.
Evidently it is a universal law that man must respond quickly
to his surroundings. These, then, are all important in the
evolution of the race. Man can not remain stationary, he must
either progress or retrograde. Therefore it is a nation's duty to
make the environment of her people favorable for their highest
physical, intellectual and moral development, so that they may
ever choose the upward paths and advance step by step to a higher
social position and to a perfect civilization.
—S. F. W., '02.

AUBREY BRENDON CALL.

IN the death of Aubrey Brcndon Call, Bates College lost a
loyal alumnus and a young man of more than ordinary promise. Although cut down at the very threshold of a profession
in which he would have taken high rank, yet his attainments, his
whole life in fact, reflects great credit upon his Alma Mater.
Mr. Call was born in Pittsfield, Me., on September 22, 1867,
and was therefore in his thirty-fifth year at the time of his death
which occurred in Townshend, Vermont, November 20, 1901.
Much of Mr. Call's life was spent as a teacher. Upon his graduation from Bates in 1889, he became the principal of the high
school at Henniker, N. H. Two years later he was called to the
principalship of the Leland and Gray Seminary, Townshend, Vt,
where he remained four years. For the following three years he
was at the head of the Peterboro, N. H., High School.
As a teacher the qualities so characteristic of the man found
high expression. He was noted for the great thoroughness and
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conscientiousness with which he carried on his work. Added to
these were good discipline, upon which he always insisted, the
faculty of expressing an idea in a remarkably clear and concise
manner, a strong personal interest in the welfare of his students,
qualities not often combined in one man. To improve the quality
of the work, to raise the standard of scholarship, to bring the
moral and religious life of the school to a higher plane were the
impulses which constantly inspired his work; and he had the satisfaction of realizing these desires in every school of which he
had charge.
It is only natural that a man of Mr. Call's personality should
have had a strong influence upon his students. Hundreds of his
pupils in Vermont and New Hampshire can testify to this. He
impressed upon them all high ideals, the necessity of having a
definite object in life and the imperative need of a thorough preparation for its realization.
Mr. Call's highly successful work as a teacher was preparatory
to the fulfilment of a long cherished desire to enter the medical
profession, and his vacations were employed to that end. In the
summer of 1895, he studied biology at the New Hampshire State
College. The next two summers were spent at the Marine Biological laboratory at Woods Holl, Mass. In 1898 he took special
courses in chemistry at the Harvard summer school, and at the
beginning of the following year he entered the medical department of the University of Vermont, where he at once gained high
rank as a scholar and hard worker. Dr. F. L. Osgood of Townshend, Vt., with whom he was closely associated as a student and
friend, has this to say of Mr. Call's medical work: "He was
greatly in love with his work and as in all things he undertook,
his whole soul was in it. He never did anything in a halfhearted way; he was thorough and conscientious to the extreme
in every task given him by his instructors whose greatest respect
and confidence he had gained. In preparing himself for his
chosen life work, no lack of pains was taken, no funds withheld,
no sacrifice or effort shunned that was needed thoroughly to fit
him for the great responsibilities pertaining to the physician's life
of which he had a keen appreciation."
From his earliest youth Mr. Call displayed great interest in
athletics and in the various other activities of the out-door life.
During his preparatory course at the Maine Central Institute he
was an efficient member of the base-ball team. In his Freshman
year at Bates he played center field and as catcher during the rest
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of his course. In 1889 when Bates won the pennant, he was considered the best catcher in the State, and during the summer of
that same season he distinguished himself on a tour through the
Provinces. He was invariably faithful in his training, always
enthusiastic in the sport and very modest of his laurels won on the
ball field.
Mr. Call's love of the out-door life perhaps found its highest
expression in the study of the birds and of the plants. Of the
habits and songs of the birds he had that accurate and intimate
knowledge which only comes from years of close observation and
systematic study. The delight and the enthusiasm with which he
welcomed the home-coming of the birds and the first appearance
of the spring flowers, can be appreciated only by those who had
the privilege of accompanying him in the field.
His love of
nature permeated his whole life and impressed itself upon all with
whom he was associated. Many of his pupils are indebted to him
for their first real appreciation of the enjoyment and satisfaction
that comes from the study of God's great out-of-doors. In fact,
judging from intimate association with him as a pupil and friend,
from companionship on many a field trip, both for the study of
birds and of plants, the writer is assured that Mr. Call had a feeling for and an appreciation of nature which few men possess.
In the winter of 1890, Mr. Call married Evelyn A. Kinney of
Houlton, Me. Mrs. Call was an associate in his teaching, a companion in his out-of-door studies, a constant source of inspiration
and encouragement in his medical work. By his death bonds of
unusually mutual interests and sympathies have been severed.
His wife and mother survive him.
An untimely death has taken away one who gave his best
energies to help young men and women, who in preparing to
make himself of still greater service to his fellow-men, sacrificed
his own life. To know such a man is to be inspired to higher
things. The man has passed on into the activities of the higher
life but the influence he exerted upon his pupils and friends still
remains; it never will die.
CLIFTON D. HOWE.
University of Chicago.
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TT7HEN this little paper reaches its readers many of us will
*y be far from college scenes and activities.
The
worn volumes of "Psych," "Trig," and "Deutsch" will be packed
away in peace and oblivion, and manifold tasks or duties of vacation will have done much to efface from our memory the terror
of "those awful tests." But who can forget the pleasant walks,
the jolly spreads, the fun and merriment of society, or the last
picture of the campus in all the beauty of June daisies and clover?
Hard work ? It is for that that we are here; and, if we could, we
would not dispense with it, even though we do not until our tasks
are accomplished fully realize the pleasure of our work and the
benefit of our training.
And now, dear readers, that we are in the midst of our retrospective .mood, let us estimate as best we can the value that we
have received from our one, two, or three years of college life.
If there is any one who will not say that no other experiences
could have been more advantageous to him than those of college
days, it is because he has not made the right use of his opportunities. And if it is true that we have received from the college all
it could give, is it not equally true that to it we should return all
that lies in our power to bestow?
It may not be possible for us to found libraries or contribute
extensively to our coming dormitories or auditorium, but one
thing does lie in our power, one debt above all we do owe our
college—the debt of loyalty.
There is but one way in which the laity can judge the college—
by its representatives. The girl who laughs loudly on the train
and tells her companion in a voice audible to half the people in the
car just what the refreshments were at the last reception; the
young man who when he is at home during vacation swaggers and
thumps everyone upon the back in an endeavor to impress people
with the jovialty of college life; the man or woman who fails to
show respect for the aged and unfortunate;—such men and
women are disloyal to the college, however earnest toasts they
may give their Alma Mater.
So, as we go out for our long vacation, let us remember that
we have an excellent opportunity to win friends and students for
the college not so much by the loyalty of words as by the loyalty
of deeds.
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THE will of Cecil Rhodes indirectly, and our English
Professor directly, has called attention to an essential difference, in regard to athletic life, between the English and American universities. One of the conditions of the scholarships is,
that the aspirant be "fond of manly, out-door sports." Too often
in this country we find our best scholars robbing themselves of all
physical development, so that our college men are many times
men with ruined health. Not so in the English university. To
be sure, athletics are not reduced to such a science as with us>,
but the development of the average individual is far greater. It
seems as if there were an opening here for improvement in our
American college life.

^©Gal ©epaptment.
Y. W. C. A. NOTES.

This year the Y. W. C. A. conference will be held at Silver
Bay, N. Y., instead of at Northfield. The society will send three
delegates, Miss Reynolds, '04, Miss Lincoln, '05, and Miss
Perkins, '05. It is hoped that much help may be gained through
the delegation.
The Silver Bay social was held as a lawn-party on June 2d.
The social committee had it in charge and it showed faithful
work on their part. The campus between Hathorn Hall and the
library was decorated appropriately, and the entertainment was
given from the library steps. Strawberries and cream were
served, and the music was furnished by the glee and mandolin
clubs.
All members of the society were glad to welcome Miss
Katherine Crane, secretary of the Y. W. C. A. Wc are pleased
to learn that she will be with us twice next year.
GLIHPSES OF COLLEGE LIFE.
Oh! the sunbeam's gold is gorgeous,
And the sky is sapphire blue,
But the emerald green of the campus
Is wonderful to view.
Will the sun be as bright and the sky as blue,
We wonder, another year?
Ah, no! But the fields will be greener still;
Naught six will then be here.
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Mr. F. A. Knapp, '96, has returned from a very profitable
year at Harvard.
Many of the alumni returned early for Commencement week,
1901 heading the registration list.
The prospects for the incoming class are good as ever, one
hundred students having already signified their intention of
entering.
The present term has been a busy one for the Juniors. With
Junior parts and the exhibition, Ivy Day, and the various other
duties falling to the lot of Juniors, 1903's days have been well
occupied.
Among recent new comers to this world who may be considered as prospective Bates students are the daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Milliken and of Mr. and Mrs. Scammon, all of whom
have graduated within the last ten years.
The Baccalaureate Sermon was preached by Pres. George C.
Chase. The thirty-second verse of the twelfth chapter of John,
"And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me," was made
the text of a powerful and very helpful sermon upon the power
of influence.
Professors Foster and Clark are to spend the vacation at North
Bridgton as instructors at Long Lake Lodge. This is a recently
established summer school for boys desiring to enter college; and
owing to the beautiful location and excellent corps of instructors,
cannot but be successful.
Sunday evening Rev. Mr. Marston addressed the Y. M. and
Y. W. C. A. and friends in the Pine Street Congregational
Church. His text was to be found in Proverbs 4, 23. The lesson left in the minds of all his hearers was the very appropriate
one, "With all thy getting, get understanding."
The Sophomore Prize Division debated the question:
Resolved, That public advocacy of violent means for the overthrow of government should be punishable by law. Affirmative—'Miss Sands, Bradford, Harmon; negative—Babcock, Sinclair, Miss Cooper, Swan. The prize was awarded to Mr. Bradford.
On the morning of Ivy Day, June 17th, the Seniors observed
Last Chapel. The class president, Mr. Dexter, led the exercises,
prayer being offered by the chaplain, Mr. Felker. After singing
the hymn, composed by Miss Day, the class marched out of the
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chapel, led by the marshal, Mr. Donnocker. They formed a line
on either side of the chapel steps and sang "Auld Lang Syne,"
while the lower classes marched out in time. With cheers from
each class and the college yell by all, the exercises closed.
i.

The program for Class Day, June 24, is as follows:

Oration.
History.
Address to Undergraduates.
Poem.
Address to Halls and Campus.
Prophecy.
Parting Address.

Earle Alfred Childs.
Bion Corydon Merry.
John Frederick Hamlin.
Flora Estella Long.
Harry Alfred Blake.
Ruth Eugenia Pettengill.
Julia Emma Babcock.

SINGING OF THE ODE.
PIPE OF PEACE.

The program for the Junior Exhibition was as follows:
The White Man's Burden.
Our National Danger.
Science and Culture.
The Man of Destiny.
Scenes from the Life of Savonarola.
Dangers Threatening Our Country.
Cost of Progress.
Address to Sons of Liberty.
Child Study the Basis of Education.
Nature and Nature's God.
Art in Education.
Hugo and Romanticism.

Miss Williams.
Mr. Kelly.
Miss Towle.
Mr. Lord.
Miss Jordan.
Mr. Bailey.
Miss Donham.
Mr. Beedy.
Miss Fisher.
Mr. Ramsdell.
Miss Miller.
Mr. Sanderson.

The Committee of Award were: Ralph W. Crockett, Esq.,
Miss Mary Buzzell, Prof. George M. Chase.
The prizes were awarded to Mr. Beedy and Miss Miller.
The class officers for the ensuing year have been elected as
follows: For '03, president, Lothrop; vice-president, Kelley; secretary, Miss Freeman; treasurer, Lord. Parts for class day:
Orator, Beedy; address to undergraduates, Bailey; historian,
Keyes; prophecy, Miss Donham; poet, Miss Prince; address to
halls and campus, Ramsdell; last chapel hymn, Miss Williams;
Baccalaureate ode, Miss S. Kendrick; music for odes, Miss Norton ; parting address, Miss Jordan; chaplain, Sanderson; class
day ode and music, Miss K. Kendrick; marshal, Roys.
'04, president, Flanders; vice-president, Luce; treasurer, Garland ; secretary, Miss Reynolds; chaplain, Holman; marshal, G.
Weymouth. Ivy Day parts: Orator, Briggs; toast-master, David;
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presentation, Babcock; odist, Miss Russell; music for odes, Miss
B. Bray.
'05, president, Reed; vice-president, Doyle; secretary, Miss
Mitchell; treasurer, Miss Lincoln; chaplain, Andrews.
That all important day for 1903, Ivy Day, passed off very
pleasantly. The day seemed to have been designed especially for
the exercises, and Sophomores had made the chapel a place of
beauty, while the well written and well delivered parts called
forth many compliments from the audience which filled the room
to the doors. The program was as follows:
Music.

Prayer.

By Chaplain Kelly.
MUSIC.

Oration.

George E. Ramsdell.
MUSIC.

Poem.
Presentation.

Clara H. Williams.
Carl D. Sawyer.
MUSIC.

Toasts.
Characteristics of 1903.
Athletics as an Educational Factor.
The Class and Its Numeral.
The Possibilities of 1903.

C. Linwood Beedy, Toast-Master.
Bertha M. Stratton.
Lowell E. Bailey.
Olive Grace Fisher.
Hazel Donham.

CLASS ODE.

[Words and Music by Lillian A. Norton.]
PLANTING THE IVY.

' The following is the program for Commencement Day:
Music.
PRAYER.
MUSIC.

1.

Characteristics of Genius.

2.

The

3.

The

4.

The

5.

The

6.

The

7.

The

Arthur Lewis Dexter, Lowell, Mass.
(Rhetoric and English Literature.)
Church and the Masses.
*Francena Bertha Rust Day, Auburn.
(Chemistry, Geology and Biology.)
New Humanism.
Bessie Vara Watson, West Somerville, Mass.
(Philosophy, History and Economics.)
Unknown.
♦Walter Edward Sullivan, Oakland.
(Ancient Languages.)
School of Adversity.
Ernest Llewellyn McLean, Augusta.
(Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy.)
Rise of Oklahoma.
*Willard Melvin Drake, Auburn.
(Chemistry, Geology and Biology.)
Poet's Mission.
Julia Emma Babcock, Lewiston.
(General Scholarship.)
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Music.
The Conquest of Nature's Secrets.
Earle Alfred Childs, East Dixfield.
(Philosophy, History and Economics.)
9. Faust the Man.
*Ellie Louise Tucker, Athens.
(Modern Languages.)
10. Browning's Philosophy of Life.
Lucy Florence Kimball, Newburyport, Mass.
(Rhetoric and English Literature.)
11. The Last Straw.
♦Samuel Earle Longwell, Big Flats, N. Y.
(General Scholarship.)
12. Germany as a World Power.
Ivan Isaiah Felker, Pittsfield.
(Modern Languages.)
13. The Novel as a Factor in Reform.
*Georgiana Lunt, Auburn.
(Ancient Languages.)
14. Old English Ballads.
*Mabel Arnold Richmond, Monmouth.
(General Scholarship.)
Music.
15. A Silent Influence.
Susie Frances Watts, Littleton, Mass.
(Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy.)
16. The Future of Our Country Towns.
♦Clarence Ernest Park, Lyndon Center, Vt.
(General Scholarship.)
17. The American of the Future.
♦Florence Sophia Ames, Lewiston.
(General Scholarship.)
18. The University of Life.
Harry Alfred Blake, Dexter.
(General Scholarship.)
19. Dust in the Economy of Nature.
♦Arthur Edwin Darling, Auburn.
(General Scholarship.)
20. Tennyson as the Representative Poet of the Nineteenth Century.
Bessie Dyer Chase, Lewiston.
(General Scholarship.)
General Scholarships are assigned to the first four men and the first
four women.
Music.
8.

♦Excused

CONFERRING OF DEGREES.
BENEDICTION.

STATISTICS OF THE SENIOR CLASS.
CLARA FRANCES ALLEN, born at Leominster, Mass., July 16, 1877; residence, Leominster; fitted at Leominster High School; religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation,
teaching. Offices: Secretary class, 3; secretary of society, 2; president of
Glee Club; chairman of Hospital and Home Committee
FLORENCE SOPHIA AMES, born at Lewiston, Me., August 11, 1881; residence, Lewiston; fitted at Lewiston High School; religious prefer-
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ence, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, librarian.
Offices: Secretary of debating league. Composed music for Ivy and
Class Day odes. Graduation honor, general scholarship; one of the first
four women.
JULIA EMMA BABCOCK, born at Yarmouth, N. S., February 18, 1880;
residence, Lewiston; fitted at Lewiston High School; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, prohibitionist; intended occupation, journalism. Offices: Y. W. C. A. Social Committee, 2, 3, Membership Committee, 4; secretary of class 2, odist 3. Honors: Prize in declamation
2; prize division debate 2; champion debate; prize on Junior oration;
editor on STUDENT; Senior exhibition. Delegate to Y. W. C. A. Conference in Northfield, 1900. Graduation honor, general scholarship; one
of the first four women.
ELWIN RYNELL BEMIS, born in Corinna, Me., March 18, 1880; resiidence, Dexter; fitted at Dexter High School; religious preference, Free
Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching; athletic
honors, broadsword drill.
HARRY ALFRED BLAKE, born at Dexter, Me., February 4, 1880; residence, Dexter; fitted at Dexter High School; religious preference, Free
Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, business. Offices:
Class councillor, 2; class treasurer, 3; class marshal, 2; vice-president
of society, 3; president, 4; treasurer of debating league, 2. Athletic
offices: Manager of track team, 3; director of Athletic Association, 4;
president of Glee Club; chairman of Reception Committee Y. M. C. A.,
4. Honors: Athletic honors, class drill, 1, 2; played on 'varsity foot-ball
team, 4. Presentation Ivy Day, 3; Address to Halls and Campus, Class
Day, 4; editor-in-chief of STUDENT. Graduation honor, general scholarship; one of first four men.
LUCIAN WILLIAM BLANCHARD, born at Rumford, Me., July 29, 1878;
residence, Rumford; fitted at Rumford High School; religious preference,
Universalist;
politics,
Republican;
intended occupation,
lawyer.
Athletic honors: Foot-ball squad, 3; class drill, 3.
IRVING ORISON BRAGG, born at St. Albans, Me., April 25, 1874; residence, St. Albans; fitted at M. C. I.; religious preference, Baptist; politics, independent; intended occupation, medicine.
BESSIE DYER CHASE, born at Lewiston, Me., December 9, 1880; residence, Lewiston; fitted at Lewiston High School; religious preference,
Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, business woman.
Offices: Secretary and joint chairman of Devotional and Bible Study
Committee of Y. W. C. A. Honors: Scholarship prize, 1, 2, 3; Senior
exhibition; editor of STUDENT. Graduation honor, general scholarship;
one of first four women.
EARLE ALFRED CHILDS, born at Dixfield, Me., Sept. 22, 1879; residence,
East Dixfield; fitted at Wilton Academy; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, undecided. Offices: Vicepresident of society, 3; president, 4; treasurer, 2; Y. M. C. A. chairman
Bible Study Committee, 4; class president, 2; chaplain, 3; orator, 4; chairman of Ivy Day Committee. Athletic offices: Board of directors, 1; vicepresident, 3; president, 4. Honors: Prize division declamation, 1, 2;
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Junior oration, 3; Bates-Harvard debate, 4; delegate to Northfield from
Y. M. C. A., 1 and 3; delegate to Toronto, 4. Athletic honors: Football 'varsity, I, 2, 3, 4; won class points in shot, hammer and two-mile
run. Graduation honor in philosophy.
ERNEST FAIRLIE CLASON, born at Lisbon Falls, Me., July 3, 1881; residence, Lisbon Falls; fitted at Lisbon Falls High School and Nichols
Latin School; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican;
intended occupation, law. Offices: Class chairman Executive Committee, 4; assistant manager of STUDENT, 3; Maine Intercollegiate Association, treasurer. Athletic honors : Manager athletic exhibition, 3; manager
track team, 4; 'varsity base-kail team, 1, 2, 3, 4; basket-ball, 1, 2, 3, captain basket-ball, 3; tennis champion doubles, 2, 3, 4; champion singles, 4;
relay, 1, 2, 3, 4; prize in ornithology.
ELMER EUGENE DAICEY, born at Auburn, Me., Oct. 28, 1878; residence,
Auburn; fitted at Edward Little High School; religious preference, Free
Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, law. Honors: Prize
in ornithology; Sophomore prize debate; winner of Sophomore Division
debate; alternate in Bates-Harvard debate.
ARTHUR EDWIN DARLING, born at Auburn, Me., September 1, 1878;
fitted at E. L. H. S.; religious preference, Universalist; politics, Republican ; intended occupation, medicine. Honors: Scholarship prize, 2, 3;
winner of Sophomore Division debate; prize in champion debate; in
Junior exhibition, 3; editor of SITUDENT; treasurer debating league. Graduation honor, general scholarship, one of the first four men.
FRANCENA BERTHA RUST DAY, born at Auburn, Me., March 26, 1880;
residence, Auburn; fitted at Edward Little High School; religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, decorator and designer. Honors: Prize in ornithology, baccalaureate hymn,
last chapel hymn. Graduation honor in Chemistry and Biology.
ETHEL MAE DEAN, born at Lawrence, Mass., October 14, 1880; residence, South Paris; fitted at South Paris High School; religious preference, Universalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching.
Offices: Chairman of Membership Committee of Society, 4; class secretary, 4.
LEWIS JAMES DEANE, born at Mattawamkeag, October 18, 1878; residence, Lewiston; fitted at Nichols Latin School; religious preference,
Universalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, undecided.
Athletic honors: Captain base-ball team, 3, 4; played on 'varsity, 1, 2, 3,
4; relay team, 2, 3, 4.
WILLIS ANDY DENSMORE, born at Kennebunk, Me., January 6, 1878;
residence, Kennebunk; fitted at Kennebunk High School; religious preference, U/nitarian; politics, Republican; intended occupation undecided.
Athletic honors: Class drill, 1, 2, 3.
ARTHUR LEWIS DEXTER, born at Providence, R. I., October 11, 1878;
residence, Lowell, Mass.; fitted at Whitman (Mass.) High School;
religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, undecided. Offices: Director Athletic Association, 4; treasurer Y.
M. C. A., 4; president debating league, 4; class president, 4. Honors:
Prize in ornithology, class squad, 2, 3; Freshman and Sophomore prize
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declamations; editor STUDENT, 3; Junior exhibition; delegate to Northfield, 3. Graduation honor in English.
C. FLETCHER DONNOCKER, born at Mt. Elgin, Out., January 9, 1880;
residence, Melrose Highlands, Mass.; fitted at Melrose High School;
religious preference, Congregationalist: politics, Republican; intended
occupation, medicine. Offices: Class president, 1; marshal, 3, 4. Athletic honors: Secretary Athletic Association, 2; director, 3;class ball team,
1, 2; class relay team, 1, 2, 4; director Glee Club, 4.
MABEL EDITH DRAKE, born at Auburn, Me., February 26, 1878; residence, Auburn, Me.; fitted at Edward Little High School; religious
preference, Universalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching.
WILLARD MELVIN DRAKE, born at Auburn, Me.; fitted at Edward
Little High School; religious preference, Universalist; politics, Democrat; intended occupation, undecided. Graduation honor in Chemistry
and Biology.
LEON WHITNEY ELKINS, born at Jackson, N. H., August 28, 1872;
residence, Jackson, N. H.; fitted at Bridgton Academy; religious preference, Universalist; politics, Democrat; intended occupation, undecided.
Honors :* Champion debate, 2; Senior exhibition, 4.
IVAN ISAIAH FELKER, born at Lexington, Me., October 16, 1875; residence, Pittsfield, Me.; fitted at Maine Central Institute; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Prohibitionist; intended occupation, medicine. Offices: Treasurer Piairia, 2, 3; president, 4; president Y. M. C.
A., 4. Honors: Representative at meet of New England Intercollegiate
Tennis Association, 3; Senior exhibition, 4. Graduation honor in Modern
Languages.
BERTHA SARAH FIELD, born at Auburn, Me., August 9, 1880; residence,
Auburn; fitted at Edward Little High School; religious preference, Baptist; politics, none; intended occupation undecided. Honors: Class Ode, 4.
JOHN FREDERICK HAMLIN, born at Bangor, Me., February 12, 1879;
residence, Bangor; fitted at Bangor High School; religious preference,
Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, law. Offices:
Treasurer Debating League, 1; chairman Executive Committee Debating
League, 3; chairman Music Committee, Polymnia, 4. Athletic honors:
Substitute foot-ball, 3, 4; captain track team, 4. Honors: Prize declamations, 2; Ivy Day oration, 3; prize, Junior exhibition, 3; Senior exhibition ; address to undergraduates, Class Day, 4.
VIRGIL DEWITT HARRINGTON, born at Osseo, Mich., October 11, 1878;
residence, Whitefield, N. H.; fitted at Farmington, N. H., High School;
religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, medicine. Offices: Class treasurer, 2. Athletic honors: Leader class
squad, 1, 3; class relay team, 4. Honors: Prize in Ornithology, 1.
GEORGE SHAW HOLMAN, born at Carthage, Me., December 14, 1880;
residence, Dixfield; fitted at Nichols Latin School; religious preference,
Congregationalist; politics, Democrat; intended occupation, medicine.
Offices: Vice-president class, 3; corresponding secretary Y. M. C. A., 3;
class chaplain, 4. Athletic honors: Representative at meet of Intercollegiate Tennis Association, 3; tennis champion, 3.
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JOHN ARTHUR HUNNEWELL, born at Scarborough, Me., January at,
1878; residence, Scarborough; fitted at Nichols Latin School; religious
preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, law.
Offices: Class marshal, 1; manager college orchestra, 1, 2; leader college
orchestra, 3, 4; manager Glee Club, 3; leader Mandolin Club, 2, 3, 4;
assistant track manager, 2; manager STUDENT, 3. Athletic honors: Football team, 2, 3; class squad, 2, 3. Honors: Toastmaster, Ivy Day, 3;
prize, division debate, 2; champion debate, 2; Bates-Harvard debate, 4.
L. FLORENCE KIMBALL, born in Abington, Mass., June 16, 1879; residence, Newburyport, Mass.; fitted at Newburyport High School; religious
preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation,
literary work. Offices: Corresponding secretary, Y. W. C A., 2; chairman Social Committee, 2; delegate to Northfield, 3; secretary and treasurer of Press Club, 3. Honors: Prize declamations, 2; class emblem, Ivy
Day; editor STUDENT, 3; Junior exhibition; Senior exhibition. Graduation honor in English.
IVAN EARLE LANG, born at Brooks, Me., October 29, 1877; residence,
Bowdoinham, Me.; fitted at Bowdoinham High School; religious preference, Universalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation undecided.
Honors: Class ball team, 2.
LILLIAN GERTRUDE LEGGETT, born at Northboro, Mass., October 10,
1880; residence, Northboro, Mass.; fitted at Northboro High School;
religious preference, Unitarian; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching. Offices: Secretary Polymnia; chairman Social Settlement
Committee, 3.
JAMES ALEXANDER LODGE, born February 26, 1880; residence, Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.; fitted at Story High School, Manchester;
religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended
occupation, journalism. Offices: Director Athletic Association, 1, 2;
treasurer class, 1; treasurer Y. M. C. A., 2; treasurer R. R. Association, 2; vice-president Pizeria, 3; treasurer Athletic Association, 3; chairman Class Day Committee, 4. Athletic honors: Class relay team, 1, 2,
3, 4; class squad, 1, 2, 3; tennis manager, 4. Honors: Prize declamations, 1; prize in Ornithology, 1; Ivy Day toast, 3.
FLORA ESTELLA LONG, born at Monson, Me., January 19, 1879; residence, Auburn, Me.; fitted at Monson Academy; religious preference,
Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching. Honors:
Prize in Ornithology, 1; Junior exhibition, 3; Ivy Day poem, 3; class
poem, 4.
SMUEL EARLE LONGWELL, born at Lawrenceville, Pa., October 14,
1872; residence, Big Flats, N. Y.; fitted at Buffalo (N. Y.) Normal
School; religious preference, none; politics, Democrat; intended occupation, teaching. Graduation honor, general scholarship; one of the first
four men.
GEORGIANNA LUNT, born at Mechanic Falls, Me., May 3, 1880; residence, Auburn, Me.; fitted at Edward Little High School; religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation,
teaching. Honors: Prize in Sophomore Division debate, 2; champion
debate, 2. Graduation honor in Ancient Languages.
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ALFRED ELWOOD MCCLEARY, born at Maynard, Mass., November i
1880; residence, Maynard; fitted Maynard High School; religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, law.
Honors: Junior exhibition, 3. Athletic honors: Class squad, 2, 3;'relay
team. 4. Offices: Manager and accompanist of Glee Club, 4.
PHILENA MCCOLLISTER, born at Auburn, Me., January 28, 1882; residence, Lewiston, Me.; fitted at Lewiston High School; religious preference, Universalist; politics, Democrat; intended occupation, medicine.
Honors: Prize in Ornithology.
ERNEST LLEWELLYN MCLEAN, born at Alexander, Me., March 20,
1880; residence, Augusta; fitted at Cony High School; religious preference, Universalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, law.
Honors: Toast, Ivy Day, 3. Athletic honors: Drill squad, 2. Offices:
Class treasurer, 3; president and student Senate, 4. Graduation honor in
Mathematics, pure and applied.
ANNIE LOUISA MERRILL, born at Gardiner, Me., March 20, 1880; residence, Gardiner; fitted Gardiner High School; religious preference,
Episcopal; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching. Offices:
Assistant secretary of Polymnia. Honors: Prize division in declamations,
I, 2.
BION CORYDON MERRY, born at Anson, Me., May 19, 1878; residence,
New Portland; fitted Nichols Latin School; religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Democrat. Offices: Director of Athletic Association, 2; assistant foot-ball manager, 3; foot-ball manager, 4; treasurer of
Polymnia, 3; chairman Executive Committee of Polymnia, 4; treasurer
Y. M. C. A., 3; class vice-president, 2. Honors: Class historian, Class
Day; prize declamations, 1. Athletic honors: Foot-ball team, 1; track
team, 1, 2, 3, 4.
FRANK BENJAMIN MOODY, born North New Portland, Me. January
27,
1879;
residence,
North
New
Portland;
fitted
Nichols
Latin School; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican.
Offices : Captain foot-ball team, 3 and 4; vice-president of class, 4. Honors:
Senior oration, 4. Athletics: 'Varsity foot-ball, 1, 2, 3, 4; class relay
team, 2, 3, 4; class squad, 1, 2.
AUGUSTINE DEO OHOL, born in Gurwa, India, August 10, 1879; residence, Lewiston, Me.; fitted Cushing Academy; religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching and
mission work. Honors: Prize division in declamations, 1; Junior and
Senior exhibitions. Athletic honors: Drill squads, 2, 3.
CLARENCE ERNEST PARK, born at Lyndon, Vt, February 12, 1879; residence, Lyndon Center; fitted Lyndon Literary Institute; religious
preference, Universalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation undecided. Offices: Class councillor, 3; class treasurer, 4. Honors: Scholarship prize, 1. Athletic honor: Class squad, 3. Graduation honor, general
scholarship; one of the first four men.
RUTH EUGENIA PETTENGILL, born in Leeds, Me., December 23, 1876;
residence, Leeds; fitted at Gardiner High School; religious preference,
Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching. Offices:
Class secretary, 1; treasurer Ladies' Glee Club, 1; chairman Musical
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Committee, Polymnia, 3; Class Day prophetess, 4. Honors: Prize division declamations, 1; Ornithology prize, 1; Senior and Junior exhibitions,
3 and 4.
ANGIE LOIS PURINTON, born at Woolwich, Me., October 28, 1879; residence, Woolwich, Me.; fitted at Wiscasset High School; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching.
Offices: Secretary of Ladies' Glee Club, 2 and 3.
MABEL ARNOLD RICHMOND, born at Monmouth, Me., April 5, 1881; residence, Monmouth; fitted at Monmouth Academy; religious preference,
Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching.
Offices: Vice-president of Y. W. C. A., 3; president, 4. Graduation honor,
general scholarship; one of the first four women.
ETHEL ALMEDA RUSSELL, born at Detroit, Me., October 16, 1879; residence, Auburn, Me.; fitted at Edward Little High School; religious
preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation,
teaching.
S. ELLISON SAWYER, born at Bath, Me., June 10, 1876; residence,
Lewiston; fitted Sabattus High School; religious preference, Baptist;
politics. Republican; intended occupation, medicine. Honors: Prize in
declamations, 1; prize division declamations, 2; toast Ivy Day, 3; Senior
exhibition, 4.
KATHARINE LOLA SHEA, born at Lewiston, Me., July 13, 1879; residence, Lewiston; fitted Lewiston High School; religious preference,
Catholic; politics, Democrat; intended occupation, medicine. Honors:
Prize division declamations, 2.
WALTER EDWARD SULLIVAN, born at Oakland, Me., November 21, 1879;
residence, Oakland; fitted, Lewiston High School; religious preference,
Catholic; politics, Democrat; intended occupation, undecided. Offices:
Captain second base-ball team. 3 and 4. Athletic honors: Class squad, I.
Graduation honor in Ancient Languages.
LAURA SUMMERBELL, born at Fall River, Mass., April 24, 1881; residence, Lakemont, N. Y.; fitted Lewiston High School; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican: intended occupation, teaching.
GRACE ELLEN THOMPSON, born at Wilmot, N. H, January 24, 1881;
residence, Stratham, N. H.; fitted Portsmouth High School; religious
preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation,
teaching. Honors: Prize in Ornithology, 1.
HATTIE PEARL TRUELL, born at Clinton, Mass. January 16, 1881; residence, Northboro, Mass.; fitted Northboro High School; religious preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching.
Offices: Chairman of Social Settlement Committee. Honors: Northfield
delegate.
ARTHUR WILLIAM TRYON, born at Portland, Me., November 11, 1880;
residence, Auburn, Me.; fitted Edward Little High School; religious
preference, Methodist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, medicine. Offices: Class vice-president, 1; class treasurer, 2. Athletic
honors: Class base-ball squad, 1 and 2.
ELLIE LOUISE TUCKER, born at Athens, Me., October 13, 1879; residence, Athens; fitted Laconia (N. H.) High School; religious preference,
Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching.
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Offices: Chairman Missionary Committee. 4. Honors: Northfield delegate, 3. Graduation honor in Modern Languages.
ERASTUS LEWIS WALL, born at Tenants Harbor, Me., April 10, 1874;
residence, Rockport; fitted Hebron Academy; religious preference, Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, law. Offices: Assistant
base-ball manager, 3; base-ball manager, 4.
BESSIE VERA WATSON, born at St. Stephens, N. B., March 12, 1876;
residence, West Somerville, Mass.; fitted Medway High School; religious
preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended occupation,
teaching. Honors: Prize on Sophomore Essay, 2; Junior exhibition, 3.
Graduation honor in Philosophy.
SUSIE FRANCES WATTS, born at Bedford, Mass., November 10, 1879;
residence, Littleton, Mass.; fitted at Littleton High School; religious
preference, Free Baptist; politics, Republican; intended occupation, teaching. Honors: Senior exhibition, 4. Graduation honor in Mathematics,
pure and applied.
MARGARET ELIZABETH WHEELER, born at Maiden, Mass., February 9,
1879; residence, Wayland, Mass.; fitted Beverly (Mass.) High School;
religious preference, Congregationalist; politics, Republican; intended
occupation undecided. Offices: Joint chairman of Devotional and Bible
Study Committee of Y. W. C. A. Honors: Northfield delegate, 2; Senior exhibition, 4.

^xGbetn
NOTHING can be more interesting, to one interested in the
different phases of college life, than to follow up for a year
the magazines of the various colleges scattered all over our
country. There is a certain amount of pleasure in the ex-editor's
task beside the work.
The exchanges on the whole for this month have been interesting, but among the best we would mention The Smith College
Monthly, The Wellesley Magazine, The Pcabody Record, and
The University of Ottawa Review. The first two are noticeable
for their fiction, as usual, the last two for the amount and the
grade of the serious matter they contain. The sketches in the
Smith magazine are fine. "The Scholar in Politics," in the Peabody Record, contains some good, clear statements of fact.
Following along the line of the piece last mentioned, is "The
College Man as a Citizen," in the Acadia Athenaeum. Both are
worthy of careful consideration.
The Tennessee University Magazine contains a good story
under the title of "My Grandfather's Novel." It is peculiar, but
fascinating. It concerns a "Mr. Phelps whose grandfather,
slightly insane, has just died. Among his belongings a novel,
well written and exceedingly interesting, is found. A few pages,
however, of a very important part are gone. Mr. Phelps revises
the novel and attempts to fill in the missing part. He can
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neither do it nor let it alone. One night his grandfather appears
to him and tells how its fascination has ruined him, that there is
no way of completing it and they burn the novel. From this time
Mr. Phelps knows nothing till he recovers from a sickness. But
even then the story has not lost its fascination and he knows that
it is slowly driving him insane.
The Amaracus, published by the students of Monmouth Academy, is prominent among our school exchanges. Tt. contains, as
every school paper should, a good lot of literary work. And we
congratulate them on having students who are willing to put in
time enough to get out such a paper as that is.
The St. John's University Record contains a very instructive
and well-written article, "In the Old World, the Vatican and the
Pope."
The Triangle contains two good editorials. One treats of the
rule recently made by their faculty that no student on probation
shall be allowed to take part in athletic contests. From it we
take the following:
The effect that this rule will have is that the men now on probation will,
under the knowledge that they will be debarred from future contests, direct
a little more time to their deficiencies and remove their conditions, after
which the pursuit of athletics may be indulged in with less responsibility
upon their shoulders. And for those, too, who are not on probation, the
warning will act as a preventive. Future Freshmen will realize the significance of the rule and good work will result from the start, and their
valuable services will be assured for the entire four years.

We wish to gratefully acknowledge The Delineator, which we
find on our table each month, though not a college magazine. It
is so carried on as to be both instructive and interesting to all
young ladies, and especially to the college girls. Its notes about
the various colleges are always worthy of attention.
The Indian smoking his pipe of peace,
Is rapidly passing away:
But the Irishman smoking his piece of pipe,
Has surely come to stay.
SPRING.

Did you ever rise up in the morning
When the sun rose over the hill ?
Did you listen to the voices of Nature
When the bustle of traffic was still ?
Did you hear the song of the robin
When first the music began?
Did you feel the swell of the chorus
As on through the valleys it ran?
Did you see the thrush in the distance
When it flew to the topmost tree?
Did you hear the notes it caroled
As its heart broke forth in glee?
Did you stand in quiet enchantment
And feel the spirit of spring?
Did your heart give back an echo,
Did a song in your bosom ring?

—Ex.

^
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Did you long to know the meaning
Of all the sounds you heard?
Did you wish your life were happy
Like that of the singing bird?

And then were you deeply thankful
That God is a God of love,
That he cares for all his creatures
And keepeth watch above?
Prize Poem G. S. S., March 24, '02.
THE WOOD NYMPH'S

—ALMEDA TODD.

QUERY.

Are you glad the winter's ended,
Little star?
That the earth's chill veil is rended,
Near and far?
Do you love to watch the river
Where your dainty features quiver?
When its fairy wavelets shiver
Are you glad?
Are you glad the woods are waking,
Jolly moon?
That o'er paths with shadows quaking
Flowers are strewn?
When your roguish visage hovers
Peeping through the forest covers
Spying out unthinking lovers,
Are you glad?
Are you glad your prison's broken,
Little stream?
That the sun your leave has spoken,
With its gleam?
When the flowers your border strewing
Listen to your dreamy cooing,
And invite your bashful wooing,
Arc you glad?
Are you glad the summer's coming,
Little bird?
That the brooklet's drowsy humming
Voice is heard?
When above the valleys winging,
You can tune your joyous singing
To the streamlet's merry ringing,
Are you glad?
—ERNEST J. REECE, in The Adelbert.

©tip Book-i^elf.
"A good book is the precious life-blood of a master-spirit, embalmed
and treasured up on purpose for a life beyond."
MILTON
In "The Naturalness of Christian Life"1 the author, a pastor in Hadley, Mass., approaches religion from the standpoint of experience. By
viewing it primarily in this way rather than from a merely logical or
intellectual point of view, he feels that it appears natural, normal, and
instinctive, and that the aloofness of many whose purposes are never-

t.
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theless high and righteous, may be overcome. It is hardly possible to
give in brief an accurate idea of the author's thought, which is clearly
developed and illustrated in the eight chapters which constitute the book.
Among the titles are, Man's Kinship with God, Jesus the Revealer of
Man, Character by Inspiration, Who Has Manhood Has Heaven, Instinct
of Church-Membership. While in some cases the statements may seem to
disagree with orthodox teaching, they are well founded in Scripture. On
the whole, we are sure the book will prove a helpful one.
Stephen Holton; by Charles Felton Pidgin, the author of "Quincy
Adams Sawyer" and "Blennehassett," is well described by the sub-title
as "a story of life as it is in town and country." We may add, it is a
most excellent story. The hero is a young clergyman who labors
devotedly in the slums and in temperance work. His experience in supplying, for a month, the pulpit of a wealthy Boston church, brings him
in contact with several people whose lives continue to be associated with
his own. A Maine village furnishes a contrasting background for a part
of the story. The characters are all clear-cut and natural. The rapidity
with which the story unfolds prevents the possibility of tedium. The
love affairs all turn out happily at last. And both description and narrative have that directness and simplicity which is the perfection of art.
In the course of the tale, the results of intemperance, especially among
the rich, educated and intelligent, are pictured with fearful truthfulness.
The remedy prescribed will be clear from a quotation from the preface.
"No legislation has ever succeeded in making men good. The tendency
to reform must come from within the man himself." While we think
some of the statements in this preface as to the uselessness of law are
entirely too strong, we are ready to agree that the personal method, particularly the proper training of children, needs to be emphasized. As a
matter of personal taste rather than of criticism, we vote for more such
splendid stories of "life as it is," to afford a variation from the predominant historical novel.
An American at Oxford? by John Corbin, is a work of great interest
to the college student or graduate. The social, athletic, and scholarly life
of the English university is fully described. In each of these departments of student life, comparison is made with the American college or
university, as regards the method and the spirit. In many points the
comparison is favorable to us. On the other hand, distinct advantages
are pointed out which arise from the division of Oxford into the small
college as an administrative and social unit, and the author makes suggestions as to the embodiment of some of these advantages in the American system. Changes, apparently wise, in the manner of instruction and
examination, are also suggested. The last proof of the book chanced to
be sent to the printer on the day of the publication of Cecil Rhodes' will.
In his preface, Mr. Corbin gives reasons for believing that much greater
benefit will be derived from Mr. Rhodes' scholarships if they are awarded
to graduates of American universities or colleges rather than to less
advanced students. Mr. Corbin is evidently in intimate sympathy with
each phase of the life of the student. For this reason, every chapter of
his book is made highly readable to the educator and student. The illustrations of this book are many and excellent, and are so selected as to
display the various attractions, architectural, athletic and social, of the
famous old university.
The latest addition to the Silver Series of Classics is an edition of the
Old English Ballads.* Professor Kinard has furnished in a clear, concise way, in his introduction and notes, the most important information
on English ballad literature and the poems selected. Some effort is
required to comprehend the old words and forms and the unfamiliar turns
of expression. This, however, is well compensated by the insight into the
life and thought of our ancestors in a less complex civilization, and the
simple expression of virile emotions.
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Lachmi Bai* the Jeanne d'Arc of India, is an historical novel dealing
with the Sepoy Rebellion. This beautiful, energetic, able, and popular
princess seized the opportunity afforded by the Indian Mutiny for an
attempt to secure again her hereditary rights. By her statesmanship and
bravery, and the enthusiasm which she had marvellous power to rouse
in her otherwise cowardly followers, she was for a time highly successful. While the tale follows the fortunes of the Rami's arms, it is largely
occupied with love and intrigue. Other characters beside that of the
Rami are finely developed. We find the brave and battle-loving, but
crafty and unscrupulous Mohammedans, Ahmad Khan, Bipin Dat,
absurdly vain, credulous and cowardly: and the manly, heroic and
unsuspicious Prasad Singh. The mutual love between Prasad and the
princess is long foiled by the machinations of his rival, Ahmad Khan.
The interest of the story is well sustained throughout. One of the finest
passages is that in which the death of the heroine is portrayed. Brave
to the last, she fittingly ends a life devoted to her rights, her country
and her faith. The make-up and the illustrations of this book are worthy
of mention for their excellence.
In The Kentons* Howclls has given a story of family life. Judge
Kenton, his wife, sons, and daughters live in a quiet Ohio town. They
leave it, however, for New York City and later for Europe. This travelling, which causes the home-loving judge much uneasiness, is for the
purpose, of separating the oldest daughter from an unworthy lover. In
fact, Ellen's love affairs form the main thread of the story. She finally
overcomes her fascination for the undesirable one. and transfers her
affection to a man who is highly approved by the parents. While adventure and plot are absent from the book, the reader cannot fail to become
interested in the Kentons, and the few other persons introduced, all of
whom he comes to know intimately. Their follies are set forth more
vividly, perhaps, than their serious traits. We are touched, but more
amused, by the deep life-problems with which fifteen-year-old Boyne
struggles, by the Judge's family pride, by Ellen's melancholy attempts to
do the right thing, and to feel as she ought, and by her mother's desire
to let her finally have her own way without interference. Lottie alone
can hardly be taken seriously. Yet above all we admire their loyalty to
each other, firm though often queerly expressed. The humor is largely
in the idiosyncrasies of the people, but also in the turn of word and phrase
by which they are expressed. The exquisite and precise choice of words
which is characteristic of the author is constantly observable. All in all,
we have here a fine tale for the not-too-strenuous summer day.
'The Naturalness of Christian Life. Edward E. Keedy, B.D. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York. $1.25 net.
"Stephen Holton. Charles Felton Pidgin. L. C. Page and Co., Boston.
3
An American at Oxford. John Corbin. Houghton, Mifflin & Co
Boston.
'Lachmi Bai, Rami of Jhansi. Michael White. J. F. Taylor and Co.,
New York.
$1.50.
6
01d English Ballads, edited by James P. Kinard, Ph.D. Silver, Burden and Co., Boston.
"The Kentons. W. D. Howells. Harper and Brothers, Now York.
$1.50.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BLUE STORE,
Lewiston's Leading Clothiers.
Young Men's Nobby Clothing our Specialty.
We are the only Clothing House In Lewlston that Manufactures their own Clothing. From the Manufacturer to Wearer without Middlemen Profit.

BLUE STORE, Lewiston's Big Clothing House.

PERCY R. HOWE,
DENTIST.
Mondays, Fridays, Saturdays at Lewlston Office,
Osgood Building, 129 Lisbon Street.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays at Boston
Office, Suite 87 (Warren Chambers), 419 Boylston
Street, Back Bay. Both Offices open at all times.

White Star Laundry,
202 Park Street, LEWISTON.

BEST WORK.

BEST SATISFACTION.

PARKER HALL AGENTS, LODGE

and

MCCLEART,

Room 8.
Work called for and delivered Mondays
and Thursdays.

TheJ, O.Union
Oil
Co.
&
Prop'rs,
ASHTON

20 Miller St.,

JVlillineity
MISS IDA F. COLBURN,
47 Lisbon Street.

EZRA H. WHITE, D.D.S.
Dentist, ■—
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,
DR.

LEWISTON, ME.
W. H. THOMAS can be found at
Dr. White's Office.

SANFORD & BOWERS,

Registered Pharmacist

SONS,

AUBURN, ME.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

PRATT'S ASTRAL OIL, CENTENNIAL OIL,
GASOLKNE and N.IIMJTHA.
All orders by Mall or Telephone promptly attended
to. We furnish our customers with live gallon
pneumatic cans, dust proof. Try them.

NOTICE.
BASE-BALL Players who are trying for
the team should use the Wright & Ditson
goods.
Their Palls, Masks, etc , are better than
ever, Uniforms are the best, tho new MORRILL BAT is the best ever gotten up,
every one warranted.
Morrill Catchers Mitt is used by all the
best catchers.
Wright & Ditson's Fielders Gloves and
Basemcns Mitts cannot be excelled.
Send for Catalogue.

Successor to

J. H. WHITNEY,
28 Lisbon Street,

O. A. NORTON,

Coal and Wood,

LEWISTON, MAiNK.
oirprcK, an -A-ESTEX inunv,
Yard on Line of M. C. 11. R., between Holland and
Elm Streets. Telephone No. 512-3. House, 614-2

F LOWERS

For all occasions at

P GREENHOUSES,

WRIGHT & DITSON, 344 Washington St.
BOSTON,

MASS.

LEWISTON, ME.

TELEPHONE OONNEOTION.

ey8 Main Street,
LEWISTON.

Buy your Fishing Tackle of V. S. DARLING BICYCLE CO., 15 Court St., Auburn.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
THI

CHANDLER &. WINSHIP,

PRATT TEACHERS' fl6E|6Y
Recommends college and normal
graduates, specialists, and other
teachers to colleges, public
and private schools and families.
Advises parents about schools.

WM, O. PRATT,
MANAGER,
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK.

Books, Stationery, etc.,
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston.
When In Lewiston and Auburn
visit the

ELM HOUSE:,
AUBURN, MAINE,
ALBERT VOUNQ,

QEO. H. CLARKE,
PROPRIETORS.

NEWLY FURNISHED THROUGHOUT.

Rates, $2.00 and $2.50 per Day.

COBB DIVINITY SCHOOL,
A DEPARTMENT OF BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY.
GEORGE C. CHASE, D.D., LL.D., PRESIDENT.
RKV. JAMES A. HOWE, D.D., DEAN,
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homileties.
REV. BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology.
REV. ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M., SECRETARY,
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Exegesis and Criticism.
REV. HERBERT R. PURINTON, A.M.,
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Interpretation.
REV. A. T. SALLEY, D.D.,
Instructor in Church History.
GROSVENOR M. ROBINSON,
Instructor In Elocution.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21, 1870. It occupies Roger Willlami
Hall, a new and beautiful building, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian Church, and to cive
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively or
by some ordained minister.
'
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy Algebra
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
'
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
THE BIBLICAL TRAINING SCHOOL.
This school was established by vote of the Trustees, June 27,1894, to provide for the needs of students
not qualified to enter the Divinity School. Its students have equal privileges in the building, libraries
lectures, and advantages already described. Its classes, however, arc totally distinct from those of the
Divinity School, the students uniting only in common chtpel exerclsps and common praver-meetlngs
This department was opened September 10,1895. The course of study is designed to be of practical
value to Sunday-school superintendents, Bible class teachers, evangelists, and intelligent Christians irenerally, as well as to persons who contemplate the ministry.
Certificates of attainment will be granted to those who complete the course.
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S. DARLING BICYCLE CO., 15 Court Street, Auburn.
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BATES COLLEGE,
LEWISTON, ME.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
GEORGE C. CHASE, D.D., LL.D.,
PRB8IDENT,
Professor of Psychology and Logic.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON,

GROSVENOR M. ROBINSON,

Instructor In Elocution.

CAROLINE E. LIBBY, A.B.,

Registrar and Instructor in French.

LITT.D.,

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

RALPH H. TUKEY, A.M.,
Instructor in Latin.

JOHN H. RAND, A.M.,

Professor of Mathematics.

WILLIAM T. FOSTER, A.B.,
Instructor in English.

LYMAN G. JORDAN,

PH.D.,
Professor of Chemistry.

WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN, A.M.,
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature.

A. N. LEONARD,

PH.D.,
Professor of German.

ARTHUR C CLARK, B.S.,
Professor in Physics.

C. W. A. VEDITZ,

PH.D.,

Knowlton Professor of History and Economics.

FRANK H. CHASE,

PH.D.,

Instructor in English Literature.

WILLIAM K. HOLMES, A.B.,

Assistant in Chemical Laboratory.

JOSEPHINE B. NEAL, A.B.,
Assistant In Physical Laboratory.

CAROLINE A. WOODMAN, B.S., A.M.,
Librarian.

WM. W. BOLSTER, JR., A.B.,
Director In Gymnasium.

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:
LATIN : In six books of Virgil's Xneid; four books of Caesar; six orations of Cicero; thirty exercises In Jones's
Latin Composition; Latin Grammar (Harkness or Allen & Greenough). GREEK: In three books of Xenophon's Anabasis ;
two books of Homer's Iliad; twenty exercises in Jones's Greek Composition; Goodwin's or Hadley's Greek Grammar.
MATHEMATICS: In Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or equivalents. ENGLISH s
In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition, and in English Literature the works set for examination for
entrance to the New England Colleges.
The regula r examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednesday preceding Commencement, and on Monday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.
Candidates for the degree of B.S. may present instead of Greek an equivalent in Science and Modern Languages as
described in the Catalogue.
Students admitted without Greek may enter upon courses leading to the degree °' A.B. by beginning the study of Greek
gd taking two years of prescribed work in that language.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses
otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

GILLOTT'S

For Fine and
Medium Writ.

in}>:-:''■■:, 401, 603,
604 E. F„ 601 E. F.
THE STANDARD PENS OF THE WORLD.
Stub Poi ntB-1008,1071,1083.
1
For Vertical Writing- 1045
(Verticular), 1046 (Vertigraph),
1047 (Multlscrlpt), 1065, 1066, 1067. |
Court-House Serles-1064,1065,1066, and others.

PENS

JSvery Type of Talking Machines at V. 8. DABLING BICYCLE CO., Auburn, Me.
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• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drags, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brashes, Combs, 4c,
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,

-

-

-

-

Lewiston, Maine.

Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

B

EO. I, CELil
DR. JOHN P. STANLEY,
BOOK and JOB

DENTIST,
ELLAHD BLOCK,
178 LISBON STREET.

PRINTER,

LEWISTON, ME.

Hayes Block,

282 MAIN STREET,
LEWISTON.

"••

FINE COLLEGE AND SOCIETY PRINTING
A SPECIALTY.

CUT FLOWERS^ FLORAL DESIGNS
AT

©HAS. W. 60VELL,

> GREENHOUSES,
TELEPHONE

fT'TO Alain Street,
LEWISTON.
CONNECTION.

Wholesale and Retail
Dealer in

• Trunks, Bags, valises,

Telephone 285-3.

F. A. JONES & CO.,
Successors to W. BLANCHARD,

FINE ILLUMINATING OILS,

Gasolene and Naphtha, Pratt's Astral Oils.
Office: 96 Middle Street, LEWISTON, ME.
Five-Gallon Pump Cans furnished Free to Customers. Orders by Mail or Telephone promptly filled.

THE

Shawl Straps, Suit Cases,
Extension Cases, Shoulder Straps,
Bag Tags.

--——213 Main St., LEWISTON, ME.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

SCHOOL OF LAW maintains a three-years' course, leading to the degree
.
.
_, ,
°* LL.B.
The degree of LL.M. is conferred after
one year's graduate work. The faculty consists of three resident professors and six nonresident lecturers. The case system of instruction is used. The Moot court is a special
feature. For announcements containing full information, address
GEO. E. GARDNER, Dean, Bangor, Me.
Bargains in Athletic Goods at V. S. DABXING BICYCLE CO., Auburn, Me.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

THE CARMAN-THOMPSON COMPANY,
Manufacturers, Jobbers, and Retailers of

Steam D Hot Water Heating Apparatus,
BOILERS, ENGINES, PUMPS, SHAFTING, PULLETS, HANGERS,
STEAM PIPE AND BOILER COVERINGS.

STEAM FITTERS' AND MACHINISTS' TOOLS, AND ENGINEERS' SUPPLIES.

l£P2£2X--*w»

•• 42 to 48 Main Street, LEWISTON, ME.
J. P. MURPHY,
MANAGER.

Wholesale Dealers
and Workers of
No. 6 Bates Street, Near Upper M\ C. R. R. Depot,

Granite, Marble, and All Kinds of Freestone,

LEWISTON,

ME.

Estimates furnished on
application.
Telephon. No. 410-4.

WHITE & WESTALL,

WAKEFIELD BROTHERS,
114 Lisbon St., LEWISTON,

• Apothecaries.

Wall Papers, Stationery,
Pictures and Frames.
AWNINGS MADE TO ORDER.

29 Lisbon Street.

Telephone 403-11.

AMES & MERRILL,

HENRY C. WESTON,

DEALERS IN

Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers.

Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices,
All kinds of Fruits, Meat, Game, and Poultry,
Flour and Molasses.
187 Main Street,
LEWISTON, ME.

First-Class Goods nt Lowest Prices.
272 Main Street, - Opp. St. Joseph's Church.
Residence, Cor. Blake and Sabattus Sts.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

flew Hampton Literary Institute, MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
REV.

F. W. PRESTON, A.M.,

PITTSFIELD, ME.
F. U. LANDMAN, A.B.,

PRINCIPAL.

XLbe Ibaswell press
PRINTERS,
Designing,
Embossing,

Engraving.

2i Lisbon Street,

LEWISTON, HE.

PRINCIPAL.

HARPER & GOOGIN CO.,

-Coal & Ulood
138 Bates Street,
57 Whipple Street,

LEWISTON, ME.

Get your Bicycles Repaired at V. S. DARLING BICYCLE CO., Auburn, Maine.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

*M Teaciers Agencies | LEWISTON
EVEHETT 0. FISK &o CO.,

CLOTHING GO
DEALERS IN

PROPRIETORS.

Send to any of the following: addresses
for Agency Manual Free.
4 Ashburton Place, BOSTON, MASS.
156 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK, N. Y.
1605 Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C.
203 Michigan Boulevard, CHICAGO, III.
414 Century Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Hyde Block, SPOKANE, WASH.
80 Third Street, POHTLAND, ORE.
533 Cooper Building, DENVER, COL.
420 Parrott Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
525 Stlmson Block, Los ANGELES, CAL.

R. W. CLARK, Pharmacist;
"^

Drugs, Chemicals, and
Chemical Apparatus.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

HUE CLOTHING
AND

FURNISHING GOODS,
230 Lisbon Street,
GIVE us
A CALL.

LEWISTON, ME.

DR. EMERY BAILEY,

DENTIST,No. 20 LISBON ST.,

258

CornerreBateS. LEWISTON, HE.

- LEWISTON.

Ma

Crown and Bridge Work a Specialty.

Go to

J. P. LONGLEY,
FOR

TRUNKS, BAGS,
AND

■ ■ »■ W ■! ■■

Dress-Suit Cases.

-*-eA

C*LO I tlllNCj REPAIRED, and
;
PRESSED.
Ladles' Work a Specialty.

F. S. FOUNTAIN, Tailor,
30 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.
Over Sanford's Drug Store.

Perfectly Laundered Linen
is the only kind we send out from the
HIGH STREET LAUNDRY. The severest critics can find no fault with our
work. Your shirts, collars, and cuffs
will not only look better, but wear
longer, if you send them to us.
We call Tuesdays and deliver Fridays.
J. C. W00DE0W &. CO., Prop'rs,

HICH ST. LAUNDRY
94 Court Slreet, AUBURN, ME.
College Agent, J. C. BRIQGS, 33 Parker Hall.
Largest Stock of Base-Ball Goods at V. S. DARLING BICYCLE CO., Auburn, Me.

i
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ATHERTON

FU RNITURE
CO.

THE GREAT SHOPPING CENTRE OF MAINE

The B. Peck Co.
(JNCOEPOBATSD.)

Complete House Furnishings
of Every Description.
220 Lisbon Street,

LEWISTON, ME.

Special Discount to Students.

NEW EDITION
»•*

ers
International
Dictionary

METROPOLITAN DEPARTMENT STORE,
B. PECK, President.
J. H. CBOWLKT, Manager.
H. A. l-'r.KF. Sec. and Treaa.

Main and Chapel Sts.
LEWISTON, ME.

POCKET KNIVES, RAZORS,
SCISSORS, and SHEARS,

PAINTS AND OILS,
and all articles usually
kept in a

HARDWARE STORE.

New Plates Throughout

25,000 New Words
Phrases and Definitions
Prepared under the direct supervision of W.T. HARRIS,Ph.D.,LL.D.,
United States Commissioner of Education, assisted by a large corps of
competent specialists and editors.
Rich Bindings
a
2364 Pages
S000 Illustrations
#f The International was first issued in I8QO,
succeeding ike" Unabridged.' The New Edition
of the International was issued in October, IQOO.
,Get the latest and the best.
We also publish
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
with Glossaryof ScottishWords and Phrases.
" First class in quality, second class in size."
Specimen pages, etc. of both
books sent on application.
G. d C. Merriam Co.
Publishers

WEBSTER'S
yNTEHNATfONALj
. DICTIONARY

Springfield a Maas.

THE STANDARD DICTIONARY!
It Is Incomparably the greatest as It 1 s positively the latest, most complete, and most
authoritative new dictionary In existence.
It is everywhere the Standard.

GEO. B. FILES, rr

r

Ma^ee(nt

235 Main St., LEWISTON, ME.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

ATENTS
TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
inventton Is probably patentable. Communications strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, In the

THE NEW EDITION

G

GEORGE A. WHITNEY & GO,

Lewiston, Me.

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any scientific journal. Terms, S3 a
year; four months, £L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
SCo.36,B-d^ New York
Branch Office, 626 F St., Washington, D. (i

Camera* at V. 8. DARLING BICYCLE CO., 15 Court Street, Auburn, Me.
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C. E. MERRITT,
District Agent for the

NORTH WESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY.
Office, No. 81 Main St.,

AUBURN, ME.

? WHAT.SHALL.
?? ???? I .DO?
> ^ *F>

Fifty Profitable Occupations
For boys and girls who
are undecided as to how
trsAfvrv to earn money. $1.00

ooooo

o * ftf? HINDS & NOBLE
000000009 Publishers. 4-5*
• A i 6 i i i o 4
12-13-14 Ccopc In

??????????? «~

?????????????^
Store
???????????? ???
co»*»»ec«»ou

Journal
Block,
Lewiston.

Journal Book-Bindery

SPECIAL RULED BLANKS rf» BLANK BOOKS
Made to order, of any description.
Pass Books, Order Books, etc.
Magazines and Library Work in Any Style at
Reasonable Rates.
Entranee from Lisbon St. Elevator Service.

f

WE CUljE FITS
of annoyance and vexation by
simply getting our work out
when promised, in a neat
and tasty manner. But don't
take our word for it. Just call
with a job of Printing or Bookbinding, and we will prove it
to your satisfaction.

IWetnull & GUebbei*,
AUBURN,

ME.

BICYCLES BELOW COST

CAAA hlah Orado guaranteed 1902 MODELS, the

Oil ILIM overstock of one of the best known RA, OUT
www factories of the country, secured An TO
AI SI
by us at one-half cost. Four Modo/s
ff wjpiw

1900 and 1901 Models Jjft $| to $11

Catalogues with large photographic engravings and
full detailed specifications sent free to any address.
We SHIP ON APPROVAL to anyone in U. S.
or Canada without a cent in advance and allow

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL ££$

no risk in ordering from us, as you do nob
need to pay a cent if the bicycle does not suit you.

500 SECOND-HAND WHEELS

taken in trade by our Chicago retalstlores, 00 l« 0O
standard makes, many good as new
VU IU 911
Tires, equipment, sundries,sporting poods of all kinds atH regular
price, in our big free sundry catalog. A world of information. Write for Ifc.
DinCB KRCIITC UfflllTCIl in each town to rido
nlUClf nUCrild ffflftltU and exhibit a sample
1902 model bicycle. In your spare time you can make $10 to
$BO a week besides having a wheel to ride for yourself.
WANT a reliable person In each town to distribute catalogues for us in
exchange for a bicycle. Write today for free catalogue and our special offer.

J.L. MEAD CYCLE CO., Chicago, III
Pocket Cutlery at V. 8. DARLING BICYCLE CO., 15 Court St., Auburn, Me.

1
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But that I am forbid
To tell the secrets of my prison-house,
I could a tale unfold, whose lightest word
Would harrow up thy soul; freeze thy young blood ;
Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres;
Thy knotted and combined locks to part,
And each particular hair to stand on end,
Like quills upon the fretful porcupine;
But this eternal blazon must not be
To ears of flesh and blood—
List—List, O List.

H

T

Merrill
i)

STUDIO
COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHER.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE COLLEGE PATRONAGE, AND WE ARE
PLEASED TO HAVE YOU CALL AND
MAKE OUR ROOMS YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES.

A Specialty of Group and Glass Sittings.
New Bicycles for $15.00 at V. S. DARLING BICYCLE CO., Auburn, Maine.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
WITH

HAPPY GREETING TO OLD BATES
W

WISH TO INFORM

HER STUDENTS

THAT WE HAVE ADDED TO OUR ALREADY REPLETE STOCK THE FAMOUS

5tein=Bloch and
Kuppenheimer Lines
ENABLING US TO SHOW THE FINEST READYTO-WEAR CLOTHING

IN THE COUNTRY

CALL AND SEE US

Old Banner
Clothing House,

JOHN G. COBURN
TAILOR
LONG DISTANCE
TELEPHONE.

EDISON

WRITING

A

240 Main Street,
Lewiston, Me.

marvelous invention for everyone who
writes. Improves your handwriting one
hundred per cent, in a few days.
Can be used with pen or pencil. For
man, woman, or child. Endorsed by
Boards of Education New York, Philadelphia, and Boston. Sent post-paid
for 10 cents.

COLLEGE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
WESTVILLE,

NEW JERSEY.

